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Mission
We empower
creativity

Values
•	 Botho
•	 Integrity
•	 Transparency
•	 Accountability
•	 Results Driven
•	 Team work

THE COPYRIGHT SOCIETY 
OF BOTSWANA

Copyright Society of Botswana is a Collective Management Organisation registered 
in 2008 as a Company limited by guarantee. COSBOTS is regulated by Copyright and 
Neigbouring Rights Act CAP 68:02 and is mandated to license and collect royalties 
from users of copyright protected works to distribute to right owners.

Vision
To be the best Collective 
Management Organisation
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CHAIRMANS’
REPORT

DEAR MEMBERS 

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I wish 
to thank all Copyright Society of Botswana 
Members and Users of copyright material 
for yet another successful year. The financial 
period 2018- 2019 provided us with the 
opportunity to know with confidence that 
great achievements are possible, provided 
that there is a concerted effort and 
collaboration among  key stakeholders, 
which include, but are not limited to right 
holders, Companies and Intellectual 
Property Agency (CIPA) “the Regulator’, 
various Government institutions, the Board, 

Management and Staff. This effort speaks to 
the great African proverb that, “If you want 
to go fast, go alone, if you want to go far, go 
together.” This collaborative effort has also 
brought about the desired improvements 
in good governance.   Today, organisations 
like ours are expected to take actions that 
have a beneficial effect on all stakeholders, 
and that includes employees, stakeholders 
like suppliers and the community at large. 
A strong compliance culture correlates 
equally with improved performance. For 
example, an organisation that is seen to 
be stable, reliable and able to mitigate 
potential risks will be able to borrow 
funds at a lower rate than those with weak 
corporate governance.

We have noted how our strengthened 
corporate governance culture has had 
a marked improvement on the working 
relationship that we have with our major 
Stakeholders, including the creative industry 
associations, Botswana Government and 
CIPA as already mentioned elsewhere in 
my report. In an effort to maintain assured 
compliance with provisions of such 
instructive documents as the King IV Code 
on Corporate Governance, the Board and 
Management have been able to show 
better corporate results year on year.

MR. PATRICK SETSIBA
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STRATEGIC FOCUS

The local creative industry backdrop 
remains volatile. This is due to its 
unstructured nature, where there is lack of 
a strong policy framework and a missing 
organized mouthpiece in the form of strong 
industry associations and interest groups. 
Over the past year, developments, such 
as market pressures that resulted in the 
company revising its tariffs, the challenges 
being brought about by the digitization 
of the industry reinforce the need for us 
to remain agile and focused in the way 
we pursue our strategic goals. We must 
concentrate on getting the right balance 
between exploring new opportunities 
and developing those areas where we 
are already good in. It is the Board’s 
responsibility to ensure the executive team 
is making the right business decisions to 
achieve this.

At the beginning of the financial year, 
we undertook a review of the company’s 
three-year strategy, which I wish to point 
out is in its final year.  We endeavoured 
to refine it to ensure COSBOTS is robust, 
yet agile and flexible enough to grow in 
an uncertain environment. The review 
reconfirmed the benefits of a more focused 
and collaborative organisation. 

I believe this, together with our continued 
investment in technology-based tools such 
as the music monitoring system that we 
procured from BMAT, refined organizational 
infrastructure and our people, will help us 
create long term value for our members 
and stakeholders alike.

VALUES AND CULTURE

A key part of the Board’s role is to take 
effective steps in shaping and developing a 
healthy corporate culture. During the year, 
we continued to enhance governance and 
compliance with the ongoing embedding 
of our code of ethics. Our Nominations 
and Governance Committee reports to the 
Board, demonstrating our commitment to 
doing the right thing and holding those who 
are found lacking in this area accountable.

The welfare of our members remains a key 
priority for the Board. In pursuance of this 
priority, the Board has set up a Social and 
Cultural fund to help deal with the welfare 
issues of our members as well as promote 
the cultural aspects of the creative industry 
of which we are an integral part. Towards 
the end of the year, and recognising 
the importance of driving continuous 
improvement of the lives of our members, 
we developed rules to regulate the affairs 
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of the fund. For 2019-2020 the key goal is 
to ensure that we explore various ways to 
promote the cultural aspects of the industry 
in a sustainable way, bearing in mind that 
running a sustainable business has long 
been at the heart of the COSBOTS culture. 

MEMBERS’ CODE OF CONDUCT 

For any business to thrive, the conduct of its 
members is critical. As such, COSBOTS has 
developed a Members Code of Conduct. 
This document has already been circulated 
to members, and the same copy is available 
online on our website. The document 
sets out the standards of professional 
behaviours expected of all participants in 
the arts industry, and more specifically sets 
out rules outlining expected conduct at 
meetings of members.

MEMBER UPDATE AND 

TOWN HALL MEETINGS

Our observation as the Board since coming 
into office in 2017 has been that meaningful 
engagements with our Members was at an 
all time low, which has ostensibly caused 
contestation and strained relations between 
the COSBOTS Board, management and 
staff on one the side and its members on 
the other. This hostility has created room for 
users to find excuses not to comply with the 
law  by not paying for use of our members’ 
original works. We however, continue to 
pursue these defaulters with vigor and in a 
meaningful manner.  

I am delighted to note and extremely 
proud as well that the Board together 
with management took a decision to do 
a country-wide tour to update members 
on the status of the company. In August 
2019 we managed to visit the country’s 
main towns, which included Maun, Ghanzi, 

Gaborone and Francistown as part of the 
Board’s initiative to brief members on the 
operational status of the company and 
also receive feedback from members on 
how best we could improve our business 
model to better serve them as our primary 
customers. The aggregation of the 
feedback obtained at these gatherings will 
be handy in developing our new strategy 
going forward. 

BOARD MATTERS

Due to the complex nature of today’s 
business world, which presents a range of 
risks and opportunities that include financial, 
operational, commercial, geopolitical and 
environmental, it is essential therefore, to 
maintain the right mix of attributes and skills 
on the Board to effectively monitor and 
manage these and work with the executive 
team to deliver the company’s strategy. We 
understand that to do this it is necessary 
to keep the membership of the Board 
refreshed to meet the changing needs of 
the business over time.

On behalf of the Board, I would like to 
thank Mr. Tomeletso Sereetsi who stepped 
down from the Chairmanship of the Board 
on 30th June 2019, for the dedication and 
commitment he displayed towards the 
business of this company. Despite stepping 
down, we are  delighted that Mr. Sereetsi 
remains on the Board as an ordinary 
member and we continue to benefit from 
his wise counsel in deliberations at our 
Board meetings.

The Board is extremely pleased to have 
welcomed Mr. Onalenna Gaontebale to 
COSBOTS. Mr. Gaontebale has made early 
contributions to the Board’s activities. 
He was appointed as the Documentation 
and Distribution manager on 13th May 
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2019, joining us from I-TECH where he 
performed a number of senior roles as 
a Health Informatics Manager. He brings 
strong credentials in information systems 
leadership along with experience on 
digital records management coupled with 
commercial awareness to COSBOTS.
 
COMPANY PERFORMANCE

We saw an improved performance this year 
despite operating in a very tough market, 
as we start to benefit from our technology 
strengths and from the decisive action 
taken last year to improve our efficiency. 
Our strong customer focused staff enabled 
us to outperform our set targets in key 
performance indices, particularly in revenue 
generation, in spite of our lower tariffs, which 
in some cases were cut by up to 45%. We 
have made good progress in building our 
platforms in future growth drivers; we are 
speaking with industry partners to see how 
they can assist us with collecting royalties 
from Digital Service Providers. We are also 
looking at collecting royalties from public 
service transport operators, a market that 
has up to now remained largely untapped.
As always, it is our employees that have 
delivered the inspiring work of licensing 
users that has improved the company’s 
performance and helped enhance 
members’ lives. On behalf of all our 
members, I would like to thank them for 
their hard work and commitment over the 
past 12 months. It is fitting, that we also pay 
tribute to the people who have worked for 
the company in the past for the part they 
have played in making COSBOTS the great 
success it is today.

OUTLOOK

COSBOTS represents the best of culture, 
heritage and the creative industry as a 

whole. Our ability to navigate change 
and adapt to uncertainty has always 
been, and continues to be a huge 
strength. With that strong foundation 
we will continue to use our expertise 
to provide a modest living for our 
members, improved social structure 
and more efficient use of the company 
resources to enable a better return for 
our right holders. We will achieve this 
through investing for enduring long 
term impact, positioning our business 
to deliver strong, consistent and 
sustainable results, holding ourselves 
accountable for our responsibilities 
and putting our people first.

In that context, 2019/20 will see us 
further strengthen our business. 
COSBOTS’ primary role of collecting 
and distributing royalties to creators 
of copyright works and the secondary 
role of providing solutions to major 
industry challenges of our time are as 
relevant today as they were in 1966 
when Botswana gained independence 
from the United Kingdom. I believe that 
COSBOTS is well positioned to deliver 
long term performance for our members 
and various other stakeholders alike.

I lastly, would like to take this time to 
thank our members for their support 
and for entrusting the Board and 
Management with the running of the 
company. We urge artists and creators 
of copyright works to continue to 
declare their new works. We are happy 
that artists are now embracing the 
online platforms and wish users can 
do likewise in applying for licenses 
that permit them to lawfully exploit 
the works belonging to right – holders 
through our website.
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CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS’ REPORT

It has been a great privilege to work as 
Chief Executive Officer of the Copyright 
Society of Botswana over the two years 
since I was first appointed to the position. 
The pages of this report show how far 
COSBOTS has come during that time and 
how today it is successfully adapting for 
the enormous challenges of the future. 
This report is reflective of how COSBOTS 
is working to promote the interests of its 
members and multitudes of other creators 
that it serves across the world through 
other sister organizations. 

MR LESEGO KAELO SELOTATE

The past year has been hugely important 
for all who make a living or a business 
out of creativity and culture, following 
the ascension to the Presidency of His 
Excellency, Dr. MEK Masisi, who himself is 
an artist in his own right, having participated 
in a number of theatrical performances 
in his heyday. On the 18th July 2019 the 
President hosted the Creative & Arts 
Industry at the State House for a brunch. 
At that event he shared some of his plans 
for the industry and engaged with them on 
their issues to help the industry grow. This 
was certainly a momentous occasion and 
gave a ray of hope to the creative industry 
as a whole.

The Botswana economy has like those 
of a number of its neighbours; Namibia, 
Zimbabwe, Zambia and its largest 
trading partner South Africa experienced 
commercial headwinds that have retarded 
economic growth and resulted in volatility 
in the market; in a number of cases small 
enterprises that form the backbone of 
commerce in Botswana have closed 
down due to the economic pressures and 
many have defaulted on payments and 
have been closed down through legal 
sequestrations. The prevailing economic 
climate has affected incomes generated 
through public performances, be it 
broadcasting, live concerts, retail outlets, 
and the list goes on. This muted economic 
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performance directly affected the financial performance of businesses that COSBOTS relies 
on to collect license fees. This in turn presents an existential threat to the income streams of 
the company causing COSBOTS to experience a dip in income.
 
The COSBOTS membership numbers increased to 2086 members in 2019 as we continued to 
administer rights by collecting license fees and distribute royalties. Our total income decreased 
by 9.01% to P11million (2018: P12.2 million). The decrease was significantly influenced by the 
decline in our licensing revenue which constitutes 99% of our total income. As previously 
mentioned and reiterated in the Chairman’s report, market pressures that resulted in the 
company having to revise its tariffs by a significant margin had a knock-on effect on licensing 
revenues.  These obviously affected our distributable income in the current period. Containing 
our expenses enabled us to perform at the same level as the prior year. However, the decline 
in income from licensing fees still affected overall costs and led to cost-to-income ratio of 64% 
(2018: 60%).
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COSBOTS has increased its investment 
income by 100% to P93, 000 (2018: Nil).  
This increase was due to the proceeds 
of licensing income received from the 
national broadcaster (Department of 
Broadcasting Services). We took a cautious 
investment approach due to a myriad of 
strategic considerations. The company 
deposited its excess cash into short-term 
investments such as call accounts and 
fixed deposit accounts.

DISTRIBUTION OF ROYALTIES

Over the period April 2018 to September 
2018, which is the time frame covering 
distribution 11, the Net Distributable 
Revenue (NDR) was P2, 941,555.00. The 
calculation and payment of royalties 
are dictated by legal and contractual 
obligations and the payment therefore, is 
done in accordance with the principle of 
equality of treatment of all artists. Article 
3 of the TRIPS Agreement references 
“assimilation” of foreign artists to national 
artists or to “national treatment” and 
these two correspond to the equality of 
treatment. I mention this to emphasise 
that the Net Distributable Revenue 
is divided between local and foreign 
repertoire according to the usage of 
the music over any given period. 

OPTIMISATION OF THE BUSINESS 

MODEL

For COSBOTS to be able to achieve 
a fair and equitable distribution, it 
needs to be able to have as accurate 
information as possible on the 
usage of music, which COSBOTS 
will match to the membership 
information in its database. 
This therefore, means that 
the organization also needs 

to have detailed member information that 
will be sufficient for to use in the process 
of matching. The absence of adequate 
information both from a user perspective 
as well as from members, makes it difficult 
to distribute as it impacts the operational 
efficiencies of the organization.

The Board and management revised the 
strategy to optimize the company’s current 
business processes, diversify and pursue 
innovation, which is mentioned in the next 
part of my report. These initiatives will 
act as a catalyst propelling COSBOTS to 
become a member-centric organization, 
hence achieve increased distributions, 
efficiency and greater ability to generate 
more revenue.

Another key objective pursued by the 
Board  to optimize the business, was 
to strengthen our management team 
with highly motivated individuals who 
are professionals in their right and have 
solid knowledge of the industry and our 

members’ interests. 
The enhanced 
competencies of 
our management 
team will be an 
integral driver of 
our business in 
future.

Music Licensing 
continues to be 
at the forefront 

of collections of 
the organisation. In 

an effort to increase 
revenue, the prospect 
of using contracted 
third party agents to 

license users on behalf of 
COSBOTS is under serious 
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consideration by management. Before 
such an initiative is implemented there 
is need to put in place certain processes 
such as how COSBOTS will be paid, 
obtain a support letter from the Ministry of 
Investment,Trade and Industry which the 
agents would then use to lend credence 
to the work that they will be carrying out. 
The above initiative will run parallel with the 
initiative that the organisation is pursuing 
with the Ministry of Local Government and 
Rural Development which seeks to use the 
existing infrastructure of the Ministry and 
take advantage of its geographical reach 
to aid in the process of licensing users 
that are located in remote areas not easily 
accessible by the small COSBOTS licensing 
team.

INNOVATION

To surmount the challenges mentioned 
under Distribution, especially the challenge 
of obtaining accurate information about 
usage of music, COSBOTS has engaged 
the services of BMAT Licensing, S.L.U. 
(BMAT), a Spanish company based in 
Madrid to provide it with monitoring 
services. The services of BMAT cover 
music monitoring that encompasses audio 
identification across radios, TVs and 
venues, using the company’s in-house 
solution called VERICAST based on audio 
fingerprinting technology. BMAT’s system 
has the ability to enrich the matched reports 
with customers’ identification codes thus 
providing COSBOTS with tailored reports 
for use in its daily operations. Technology 
lies at the heart of our capacity to distribute 
fairly and equitably and therefore we need 
to ensure that our operational platforms are 
enabled from a technology point of view 
to accommodate our members’ needs for 
faster and more accurate processes, which 
in turn will lead to improved distributions.

COSBOTS’ focus on robust 
administrative processes and 
improvements through the investment 
in technology-based tools such as the 
BMAT monitoring system, includes 
the use of risk mitigation strategies 
and continuous strengthening of the 
general internal control environment. 

UNMATCHED PERFORMANCES

Efforts are already in place to identify 
the rightful owners of the unmatched 
works. We undertake an exhaustive 
process of research on the information 
available to us to identify the respective 
artist and where we are successful, we 
release the money to the member. If 
after exhausting all avenues we are 
still unable to identify the owner of the 
works after seven years, the amount is 
distributed with 100 percent expenses 
applied, thereby allowing the company 
to use the funds to cover the expense 
of operating the business for the 
benefit of all members.  

As part of efforts to identify artists 
whose works are being used, we shall 
publish the works for artists to identify 
themselves as owners of the works 
for local artists and shall enlist the 
assistance of other industry peers to 
assist in identifying works of foreign 
artists.

We are embarking on a Know-Your-
Customer (KYC) exercise that is geared 
at identifying new members and 
getting existing members to register 
their new works, which exercise we are 
confident will reduce the extent of our 
unmatched performances. 
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The automation of our radio and television 
monitoring services will give us access to 
the metadata of artists and make it easier 
for us to identify owners of works, which 
goes unmatched in our database.  

CONSTITUTION

After some wide consultations with our 
members, the  Draft Constitution has 
been adopted by the Board and will be 
placed before the general membership of 
COSBOTS for consideration and approval 
at a meeting that will be called for purposes 
of discussing this document.

STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS

COSBOTS has been successful in building 
and strengthening relationships with 
overseas and cross border collecting 
societies, and its various stakeholders, 
especially those who depend upon the 
success of COSBOTS and upon whom 
our success is similarly dependent. This 
has allowed us to have a clear strategy 
on how best to deal with each of our key 
stakeholders. 

At present, management has signed 
reciprocal agreements for the major labels 
that IFPI represents. Once the Company 
constitution changes, management will 
therefore, be obliged to pay royalties in 
respect of the international repertoire that 
are represented by these major labels. This 
forms part of management’s commitment 
to building relationships within our industry 
and follow international best practice.

TRAINING AND STAFF WELFARE

One of the company’s key strategic 
objective is to build a culture of high-
performance and to boost staff morale. 

To this end the organization enrolled 
staff on several training courses as 
part of professional development. In 
addition, the company arranged for staff 
participation in team building exercises 
intended at improving staff morale to 
ensure excellence in service delivery and 
development of cognitive skills.

FORENSIC AUDIT

The Board and management are aware of 
some of the concerns raised by members 
regarding the delay in releasing the 
much anticipated forensic report, there is 
even talk that the Board is frustrating the 
forensic report. I can assure members that 
there is no such intention by the Board or 
Management to bury the forensic report.  
The factual position is that the report is still 
with the various law enforcement agencies 
that are reviewing the document and 
conducting the necessary investigations.
We should all appreciate that the forensic 
audit is beyond COSBOTS and some of the 
concerned members, but it is now entirely 
about the integrity of the institutions 
involved. It is therefore, important that we 
let the DCEC and others that are involved 
to do a proper job without interference. 

DIVERSIFICATION 

COSBOTS intends to, in the future, 
focus its efforts on promoting Botswana 
repertoire to overseas markets. This will 
enable COSBOTS to collect royalties from 
other societies and in some case this could 
be in hard currency further enhancing the 
prospects of local artists to make a better 
living from their craft.
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OUTLOOK

COSBOTS continues to advocate for fair copyright laws on behalf of rights holders, and to expand 
the ways we can provide value added services to the creative industry. Above all, we remain 
committed to facilitating the use of local content in the broadcast programme of our local radio 
and television stations to ensure a fair and equitable payment to rights holders. 
Furthermore, as part of the organisations strategic objective of improving internal processes, the 
Board approved the acquisition of the Tenacle Licensing system. This system is a digital platform 
intended to improve information services and data accuracy as well as improve business efficiency. 
With this system, COSBOTS will find it easier to license from across the country.

As we aim to bring about greater enforcement and ensure that our major users are conforming 
with provisions of the law and paying for use of copyright works, COSBOTS is pursuing delinquent 
payers and taking legal action against them as part of enforcement of our rights. 
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We see the need to constantly assess and 
review our progress and to convert our 
current plans into a forward looking and 
more futuristic strategy. We will continue to 
work with our industry partners to advocate 
for fair copyright laws, and work closely 
with Government and our stakeholders to 
create practical outcomes for our members. 
We would like to underscore the 
commendable efforts of members in 
registering their works in large numbers, 
which has also contributed to them being 
more conscientious in demanding more in 
the way that the affairs of the organization 
are run, and working with us to ensure 
that there is continuous improvement in 
the manner in which royalty payments are 
done. We will monitor our progress against 
the current strategic plan. 

Top amongst our priorities is to maintain 
an understanding of our members and 
stakeholders’ expectations, embedding 
the soon to be developed strategy and 
enhancing our technology capabilities. 
These objectives will enable COSBOTS to 
achieve improved efficiency and financial 
health characterized by increased revenue 
growth, distributions and ultimately an 
improved cost-to-income ratio.

APPRECIATION

In conclusion, I would like to express 
my sincere gratitude to those who 
helped facilitate the achievements of our 
organizational goals, and thank those that 
urged us to push boundaries in ensuring 
that our operations are efficient and we 
provide stellar services to our members 
and all our key stakeholders alike. We 
would like to provide assurance to our 
members that we are totally committed to 
adhering to the highest possible corporate 
governance standards and practices.

I cannot stress enough how our members 
and stakeholders provide the bedrock 
of our organization and as such, we are 
eternally grateful for their continued 
support. I thank all COSBOTS employees for 
their selflessness, unwavering dedication 
and total commitment to the cause that 
COSBOTS stands for, especially during 
these trying times. I salute the Board’s 
contributions to shaping COSBOTS into 
a better organization, I appreciate greatly 
their guidance and oversight, which was 
pivotal in assisting the management to 
team drive the company forward.
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
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DIRECTORS’
RESPONSIBILITIES AND APPROVAL

The directors are required by the Companies Act, to maintain adequate accounting records and are 

responsible for the content and integrity of the financial statements and related financial information 

included in this report. It is their responsibility to ensure that the financial statements fairly present the 

state of affairs of the society as at the end of the financial year and the results of its operations and 

cash flows for the period then ended, in conformity with the International Financial Reporting Standard 

for Small and Medium sized Entities. The external auditors are engaged to express an independent 

opinion on the financial statements.

The financial statements are prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting 

Standard for Small and Medium sized Entities and are based upon appropriate accounting policies 

consistently applied and supported by reasonable and prudent judgements and estimates.

The directors acknowledge that they are ultimately responsible for the system of internal financial 

control established by the society and place considerable importance on maintaining a strong control 

environment. To enable the directors to meet these responsibilities, the board of directors sets 

standards for internal control aimed at reducing the risk of error or loss in a cost effective manner. 

The standards include the proper delegation of responsibilities within a clearly defined framework, 

effective accounting procedures and adequate segregation of duties to ensure an acceptable level of 

risk. These controls are monitored throughout the society and all employees are required to maintain 

the highest ethical standards in ensuring the societyís business is conducted in a manner that in 

all reasonable circumstances is above reproach. The focus of risk management in the society is on 

identifying, assessing, managing and monitoring all known forms of risk across the society. While 

operating risk cannot be fully eliminated, the society endeavours to minimise it by ensuring that 
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DIRECTORS’
appropriate infrastructure, controls, systems and ethical behaviour are applied and managed within 

predetermined procedures and constraints.

The directors are of the opinion, based on the information and explanations given by management, 

that the system of internal control provides reasonable assurance that the financial records may be 

relied on for the preparation of the financial statements. However, any system of internal financial 

control can provide only reasonable, and not absolute, assurance against material misstatement or 

loss.

The directors have reviewed the societyís cash flow forecast for the year to 30 June 2019 and, in the 

light of this review and the current financial position, They are satisfied that the society has or has 

access to adequate resources to continue in operational existence for the foreseeable future.

The external auditors are responsible for independently auditing and reporting on the society’s financial 

statements. The financial statements have been examined by the company’s external auditors and 

their report is presented on page 28 - 54.

The financial statements set out on page 28 - 54, which have been prepared on the going concern 

basis, were approved by the board of directors on 27 November 2019 and were signed on its behalf 

by:

Approval of financial statements

Patrick Setsiba(Chairman) Mpho Motlhasedi(Treasurer)



DIRECTORS’
REPORT
The directors have pleasure in submitting their report on the financial statements 
of COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA for  the year ended 30 June 2019.

Approval of financial statements

Patrick Setsiba(Chairman)
Non executive

Mpho Motlhasedi(Treasurer)
Non executive
Wednesday, 27 November 2019

1. Review of financial results and activities

2. Events after the reporting period

3. Secretary

4. Statement of disclosure to the company’s auditors

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International 
Financial Reporting Standard for Small and Medium sized Entities and the 
requirements of the Companies Act. The accounting policies have been applied 
consistently compared to the prior year.

Full details of the financial position, results of operations and cash flows of the society 
are set out in these financial statements.

The directors are not aware of any other 
material event which occurred after the 
reporting date and up to the date of this report.

The company secretary is One Stop 
Secretarial Services (PTY) LTD.

With respect to each person who is a director on the day that this report is approved:

•	 there is, so far as the person is aware, no relevant audit information of which the 
company’s auditors are unaware; and

•	 the person has taken all the steps that he or she ought to have taken as a 
director to be aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that the 
company’s auditors are aware of that information.

The financial statements set out on page 28 - 54 which have been prepared on the going 
concern basis, were approved by the board of directors on 27 November 2019, and were 
signed on its behalf by:
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To the members of : 

COPYRIGHT SOCIETY
OF BOTSWANA

Qualified opinion
We have audited the financial statements of COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA set out on pages 28 - 54 
which comprise the statement of financial position as at 30 June 2019, and the statement of comprehensive 
income, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the 
financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.

In our opinion, except for the possible effect of the matter described in the basis for qualified opinion section of 
our report, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of COPYRIGHT 
SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA as at 30 June 2019, and its financial performance and cash flows for the year then 
ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standard for Small and Medium-sized Entities and 
the requirements of the Companies Act.

Basis for qualified opinion
We did not receive the debtor’s confirmations for the balance of P1,127,732.96 in the trial balance. Failure to 
obtain confirmations makes it impossible to ascertain if the balance is correct. The debtors balance could be 
over or under stated and this is material to the current assets.

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Our responsibilities under 
those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the financial statements 
section of our report. We are independent of the company in accordance with the International Ethics Standards 
Board for Accountants Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (Parts A and B) (IESBA Code) and other 
independence requirements applicable to performing audits of financial statements in Botswana. We have 
fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the IESBA Code and in accordance with other 
ethical requirements applicable to performing audits in Botswana. We believe that the audit evidence we have 
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our qualified opinion.

Other information 
The directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the Directors’ Report as 
required by the Companies Act, which we obtained prior to the date of this report. Other information does not 
include the financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon.

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express an audit 
opinion or any form of assurance conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and, 
in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or 
our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the work we 
have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to 
report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.
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Mompati Kgaimena ACCA ACPA

Membership #:( 20100059)

15 November 2019

Responsibilities of the directors for the Financial Statements
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in 
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standard for Small and Medium-sized Entities and the 
requirements of the Companies Act, and for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary 
to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due 
to fraud or error.

In preparing the financial statements, the directors are responsible for assessing the company’s ability to 
continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the 
going concern basis of accounting unless the directors either intend to liquidate the company or to cease 
operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole 
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that 
includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an 
audit conducted in accordance with International Standards on Auditing will always detect a material 
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, 
individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions 
of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing, we exercise professional 
judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud 
or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence 
that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material 
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, 
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.

Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that 
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness 
of the company’s internal control.

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates 
and related disclosures made by the directors.

Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors’ use of the going concern basis of accounting and based 
on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions 
that may cast significant doubt on the company’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude 
that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related 
disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our 
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, 
future events or conditions may cause the company to cease to continue as a going concern.

•	 Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the 
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events 
in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

•	 We communicate with the directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing 
of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that 
we identify during our audit.

___________________________                                                 
Mamlathan & Associates                                                                

Membership #(MeFBW15015)
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number CO2008/3322)

Financial statements
for the year ended 30 June 2019

These financial statements were prepared by:
Mompati Kgaimena

Partner
Mamlathan & Associates
Chartered Accountants

Registered Auditors
These financial statements have been audited in 

compliance with the applicable requirements of the 
Companies Act.

Issued 18 November 2019
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2019

    2019   2018

      P    P

Assets

Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment   2             4,111,116   3,926,466

Current Assets
Trade and other receivables   3          1,551,169   8,704,385
Cash and cash equivalents   4       15,258,415     4,327,143
     16,809,584   13,031,528

Total Assets     20,920,700   16,957,994

Equity and Liabilities

Equity

Retained income      10,900,269   10,190,602

Liabilities

Non-Current Liabilities
Finance lease liabilities           2,182,042   2,060,376

Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables   5          209,452      205,503
Provisions for employee benefits,royalties 
& Legal-2018   6          7,628,937     4,501,513
       7,838,389       4,707,016

Total Liabilities     10,020,431   6,767,392

Total Equity and Liabilities     20,920,700   16,957,994

Note(s)
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

Statement of Comprehensive Income

 2019  2018

  Note(s)  P   P

   

Revenue  7   11,295,294  12,152,225 

Distributions  8   (3,565,918)  (1,879,785) 

Gross profit       7,729,376           10,272,440

 

Other income  9       308,830                  69,715 
Operating expenses       (7,135,670)               (7,295,897)
 

Operating profit         902,536  3,046,258
 
Investment revenue              1,805             878 
Finance costs          (194,674)   (203,670) 

(Surplus)/Loss           709,667  2,843,466 

Other comprehensive income    -   - 

Total comprehensive income for the year           709,667  2,843,466 
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

Statement of Changes in Equity

      P    P

Balance at 01 July 2017         (908,961)   (908,961) 

Profit for the year       2,843,466  2,843,466 
Other comprehensive income   -   - 

Total comprehensive income for the year       2,843,466  2,843,466 

Transfer between reserves       8,256,097  8,256,097 

Total changes       8,256,097  8,256,097

 

Balance at 01 July 2018       10,190,602  10,190,602 

Profit for the year           709,667                 709,667 
Other comprehensive income               -         - 

Total comprehensive income for the year            709,667     709,667

 

Balance at 30 June 2019     10,900,269            10,900,269 

RETAINED 

INCOME

TOTAL 

EQUITY
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

Statement of Cash Flows

 2019  2018

  Note(s)  P   P

   

Cash flows from operating activities

   

Cash generated from operations   11    11,257,378   2,957,427 
Interest income             1,805             878 
Finance costs       (194,674)   (203,670) 

Net cash from operating activities    11,064,509  2,754,635 

Cash flows from investing activities

   

Purchase of property, plant and equipment   2     (410,403)      (115,313) 
Sale of property, plant and equipment   2       155,500           5,194 

Net cash from investing activities     (254,903)     (110,119)

 

Cash flows from financing activities

   

Finance lease payments          121,666      (73,215) 

Total cash movement for the year    10,931,272  2,571,301 

Cash at the beginning of the year       4,327,143  1,755,842 

Total cash at end of the year   4  15,258,415   4,327,143 
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

Accounting Policies

1. Basis of preparation and summary of significant accounting policies

The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis in accordance with the 

International Financial Reporting Standard for Small and Medium sized Entities. Basis of preparation 

and summary of significant accounting policies, and the Companies Act. The financial statements 

have been prepared on the historical cost basis, except for biological assets at fair value less point 

of sale costs, and incorporate the principal accounting policies set out below. They are presented in 

Pula. These accounting policies are consistent with the previous period.

1.1  Significant judgements and sources of estimation uncertainty

      Critical judgements in applying accounting policies

Management did not make critical judgements in the application of accounting policies, apart from 

those involving estimations, which would significantly affect the financial statements.

1.2 Property, plant and equipment

Property, plant and equipment are tangible assets which the company holds for its own use or for 

rental to others and which are expected to be used for more than one period.

An item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset when it is probable that future 

economic benefits associated with the item will flow to the company, and the cost of the item can be 

measured reliably.

Property, plant and equipment is initially measured at cost.

Cost includes costs incurred initially to acquire or construct an item of property, plant and equipment 

and costs incurred subsequently to add to, replace part of, or service it. If a replacement cost is 

recognised in the carrying amount of an item of property, plant and equipment, the carrying amount 

of the replaced part is derecognised.
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Expenditure incurred subsequently for major services, additions to or replacements of parts of property, 

plant and equipment are capitalised if it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the 

expenditure will flow to the company and the cost can be measured reliably.

Day to day servicing costs are included in profit or loss in the period in which they are incurred.

Property, plant and equipment is subsequently stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and 

any accumulated impairment losses, except for land which is stated at cost less any accumulated 

impairment losses.

Depreciation of an asset commences when the asset is available for use as intended by management. 

Depreciation is charged to write off the asset’s carrying amount over its estimated useful life to its 

estimated residual value, using a method that best reflects the pattern in which the asset’s economic 

benefits are consumed by the company.

The useful lives of items of property, plant and equipment have been assessed as follows:

When indicators are present that the useful lives and residual values of items of property, plant and 

equipment have changed since the most recent annual reporting date, they are reassessed. Any 

changes are accounted for prospectively as a change in accounting estimate.

Impairment tests are performed on property, plant and equipment when there is an indicator that they 

may be impaired. When the carrying amount of an item of property, plant and equipment is assessed 

to be higher than the estimated recoverable amount, an impairment loss is recognised immediately in 

profit or loss to bring the carrying amount in line with the recoverable amount.

An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised upon disposal or when no future economic 

benefits are expected from its continued use or disposal. Any gain or loss arising from the derecognition 

of an item of property, plant and equipment, determined as the difference between the net disposal 

proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount of the item, is included in profit or loss when the item is 

derecognised.

1.3 Financial instruments 

Initial measurement

 

Financial instruments are initially measured at the transaction price (including transaction costs except 

in the initial measurement of financial assets and liabilities that are measured at fair value through 

profit or loss) unless the arrangement constitutes, in effect, a financing transaction in which case it is 
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measured at the present value of the future payments discounted at a market rate of interest for a 

similar debt instrument. 

Financial instruments at amortised cost

These include loans, trade receivables and trade payables. Those debt instruments which meet the 

criteria in section 11.8(b) of the standard, are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the 

effective interest method. Debt instruments which are classified as current assets or current liabilities 

are measured at the undiscounted amount of the cash expected to be received or paid, unless the 

arrangement effectively constitutes a financing transaction.

At each reporting date, the carrying amounts of assets held in this category are reviewed to determine 

whether there is any objective evidence of impairment. If there is objective evidence, the recoverable 

amount is estimated and compared with the carrying amount. If the estimated recoverable amount is 

lower, the carrying amount is reduced to its estimated recoverable amount, and an impairment loss is 

recognised immediately in profit or loss.

1.4 Leases

A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to 

ownership to the lessee. All other leases are operating leases.

Finance leases - lessee

Finance leases are recognised as assets and liabilities at amounts equal to the fair value of the leased 

property or, if lower, the present value of the minimum lease payments.

The lease payments are apportioned between the finance charge and the reduction of the outstanding 

liability using the effective interest method.

Operating leases - lessor

Operating lease income is recognised as an income on a straight line basis over the lease term unless:

•	 another systematic basis is representative of the time pattern of the benefit from the leased asset, 

even if the receipt of payments is not on that basis, or

•	 the payments are structured to increase in line with expected general inflation (based on published 

indexes or statistics) to compensate for the lessorís expected inflationary cost increases.
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1.5 Impairment of assets

The society assesses at each reporting date whether there is any indication that property, plant and 

equipment or intangible assets or goodwill may be impaired.

If there is any such indication, the recoverable amount of any affected asset (or group of related 

assets) is estimated and compared with its carrying amount. If the estimated recoverable amount is 

lower, the carrying amount is reduced to its estimated recoverable amount, and an impairment loss is 

recognised immediately in profit or loss.

If an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset (or group of related 

assets) is increased to the revised estimate of its recoverable amount, but not in excess of the amount 

that would have been determined had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset (or group of 

assets) in prior years. A reversal of impairment is recognised immediately in profit or loss.

1.6 Share capital and equity

If the Society reacquires its own equity instruments, those instruments are deducted from equity. No 

gain or loss is recognised in profit or loss on the purchase, sale, issue or cancellation of the societyís 

own equity instruments. Consideration paid or received shall be recognised directly in equity.

 

Ordinary shares are recognised at par value and classified as ‘share capital’ in equity. Any amounts 

received from the issue of shares in excess of par value is classified as ‘share premium’ in equity. 

Dividends are recognised as a liability in the year in which they are declared.

1.7 Employee benefits

Short term employee benefits

The cost of short term employee benefits, (those payable within 12 months after the service is rendered, 

such as leave pay and sick leave, bonuses, and non monetary benefits such as medical care), are 

recognised in the period in which the service is rendered and are not discounted.

Defined benefit plans

For defined benefit plans the cost of providing the benefits is determined using the projected unit 

credit method. Past service costs are recognised immediately as an expense. Actuarial gains or losses 

are recognised in other comprehensive income.
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Gains or losses on the curtailment or settlement of a defined benefit plan are recognised in profit or 

loss when the society is demonstrably committed to curtailment or settlement.

When it is virtually certain that another party will reimburse some or all of the expenditure required 

to settle a defined benefit obligation, the right to reimbursement is recognised as a separate asset. 

The asset is measured at fair value. In all other respects, the asset is treated in the same way as plan 

assets. In the statement of income and retained earnings, the expense relating to a defined benefit 

plan is presented as the net of the amount recognised for a reimbursement.

Termination benefits

Termination benefits are recognised as an expense with its resulting liability when the entity is 

demonstrably committed either:

•	 to terminate the employment of an employee or group of employees before the normal retirement 

date; or

•	 to provide termination benefits as a result of an offer made in order to encourage voluntary 

redundancy.

The termination benefits are measured at the best estimate of the expenditure that would be required 

to settle the obligation at the reporting date.

1.8 Provisions and contingencies

Provisions are recognised when the society has an obligation at the reporting date as a result of a 

past event; it is probable that the society will be required to transfer economic benefits in settlement; 

and the amount of the obligation can be estimated reliably.Provision for royalties are based on the 

management estimates depending on payments and uncertain events.

Provisions are measured at the present value of the amount expected to be required to settle the 

obligation using a pre tax rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money 

and the risks specific to the obligation. The increase in the provision due to the passage of time is 

recognised as interest expense. Provisions are not recognised for future operating losses.
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1.9 Revenue

Revenue is recognised to the extent that the society has transferred the significant risks and rewards 

of ownership of goods to the buyer, or has rendered services under an agreement provided the 

amount of revenue can be measured reliably and it is probable that economic benefits associated 

with the transaction will flow to the society. Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration 

received or receivable, excluding sales taxes and discounts.

Service revenue is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of the transaction at the end of 

the reporting period. The Stage of completion is determined by surveys of work performed. When the 

outcome of a transaction involving the rendering of services cannot be estimated reliably, revenue is 

recognised only to the extent of the expenses recognised that are recoverable.

 

Interest is recognised, in profit or loss, using the effective interest rate method.

Royalties are recognised on the accrual basis in accordance with the substance of the relevant 

agreements.

Revenue income includes licence(Essential,important,incidential) fees charged for :Radio broadcasting 

and communication to the public based on recordings that are broadcast ,diffused or communicated 

to the public.Radio broadcast revenue is recognised in the period in which they are incurred .Radio 

broadcas revenue can only be invoiced once the tariff parameters can be reliably ascertained and 

verified and the amount of revenue can thus be measured reliably. 

1.10 Borrowing costs

Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

      

        

2019      2018 

Buildings  3,787,297        (188,813)               3,598,484       3,787,297             (94,131)             3,693,166

 

     197,769        (96,447)                    101,322          140,800          (80,940)                 59,860

 

Motor vehicles     547,247        (221,173)                  326,074          602,135         (526,673)                 75,462

 

Office equipment       37,765           (5,838)                     31,927           30,066              (1,328)                 28,738

 

IT equipment    364,666        (311,357)                    53,309          351,944         (282,704)                 69,240

 

       6,500          (6,500)                        -                    6,500             (6,500)                     - 

Total  4,941,244       (830,128)                4,111,116       4,918,742       (992,276)   

Cost or 
revaluation

Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying 
value

Cost or 
revaluation

Accumulated 
depreciation

Carrying
value

Furniture and
fixtures

Property, plant 
and equipment

Notes to Financial Statements

3,926,466

2. Property, plant  and equipment
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Buildings            3,693,166               -                      (94,682)                 3,598,484            

 

              59,860        56,969                   (15,507)                     101,322           

 

Motor vehicles               75,462        333,013                  (82,401)                    326,074          

 

Office equipment                28,738           7,699                     (4,510)                       31,927               

 

IT equipment               69,240          12,722                  (28,653)                     53,309          

 

3,926,466     410,403 (225,753)                     4,111,116  

COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

Furniture and
fixtures

Opening 
balance

Additions Closing 
balance

Depreciation

Total

Notes to Financial Statements

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment  2019
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

      

        

       

Buildings   3,757,823       29,474                             -                          (94,131)             3,693,166 

 

     72,695           2,123                         (4,099)                  (10,859)                 59,860

 

Motor vehicles      196,100         3,972                             -                       (124,610)                 75,462

 

Office equipment        -                 30,066                             -                          (1,328)                  28,738 

 

IT equipment        47,954       49,678                        (5,025)                  (23,367)                 69,240 

 

Other fixed assets             650            -                                   -                             (650)                     -

Total                         4,075,222       115,313                        (9,124)               (254,945)          3,926,466 

Furniture and
fixtures

Opening 
balance

Additions Closing 
balance

DepreciationDisposals

3. Trade and other receivables

Trade receivables                                                                                              1,134,130             8,371,276

Employee costs in advance                                                                                    147,189                101,000
 
VAT                                                                                                                          232,592               204,910

Insurance Pre paid                                                                                                37,258                   27,199

Total              1,551,169           8,704,385

Notes to Financial Statements

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment  2019
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

Cash and cash equivalents consist of:

   
Cash on hand              3,147                3,111 

Bank balances     15,255,268      4,324,032 

Total     15,258,415                4,327,143 

Notes to Financial Statements

4. Cash and cash equivalents
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

    2019   2018

      P    P

Trade payables             209,452       111,984

Undistributable Royalties                -       93,519
              
     
         209,452               205,503

6. Provisions for employee benefits,royalties & Legal 2018      

        

      

                                

                                                                  822,675               33,981                        -                      856,656  

                  

 

         

                                   2,187,351          3,565,918              (2,187,351)              3,565,918 

 

                                    -                   1,714,876                     -                         1,714,876 

 

                   1,491,487                 -                             -                        1,491,487 

                                                          4,501,513         5,314,775              (2,187,351)             7,628,937 

Opening 
balance Additions TotalUtilised 

during the 
year

Reconciliation of provisions for employee benefits,royalties & legal 2018 - 2019

Provisions for legal 
expenses & 
doubtful debts

Provision for 
employee benefits

Provisions for 
royalties 2020

Provisions for  
royalties 2019

Notes to Financial Statements

5. Trade and other payables
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            590,547             227,218                     4,910                 822,675   

                  

 

         

                 2,187,351                 -                                -                    2,187,351  

         6,299,744               4,909           (6,304,653)                       -  

 

1,481,639               9,848          -                       1,491,487 

 

Total                             10,559,281            241,975           (6,299,743)            4,501,513  

COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

Opening 
balance

Additions TotalUtilised 
during the 
year

Reconciliation of provisions for employee benefits,royalties & legal 2017 - 2018

Provision for royalties 2019

Total  P1 714 876.00 comprises of foreign royalties amounting to P1 421 778.15  and local royalties of 

P 293 098.22 not yet paid.

Provisions for 
legal expenses

Provision for
leave pay

Provisions for 
royalties 2018 
(Adjustment)

Provision for 
Royalties 2018

Notes to Financial Statements
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

    2019   2018

      P    P

General Licenses Essential    7,826,898  6,787,396
 

General Licenses Important    543,297  3,780,923
 

General Licenses Incidental    2,925,099  1,583,906

                      11,295,294             12,152,225

Sale of goods

    

Royalties paid to Artists       1,851,042    1,879,785
 

Provisions for royalties 2019                          1,714,876                      - 

      3,565,918               1,879,785

8. Distributions

Notes to Financial Statements

7. Revenue
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

 2019  2018

        P  P

   

Profit and loss on sale of assets and liabilities    155,500      -

 

Rental income       48,811  63,412 

Sundry Income       11,000    6,303

 

Distributions written back      93,519      - 

      308,830  69,715 

Employee costs

    

Basic    3,176,456   2,607,761
 
Gratuity Expense        63,553     403,324
 
Severance Pay          60,136         4,909 

    3,300,145  3,015,994 

10. Employee cost

Notes to Financial Statements

9. Other income
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

    2019   2018

      P    P

Profit before taxation         709,667              2,843,466
 

Adjustments for:

    
Depreciation and amortisation         225,753                 254,945
 
(Profit) loss on sale of assets         (155,500)                        3,930 

Interest received              (1,805)                         (878)

Finance costs           194,674                   203,670
 
Movements in provisions        3,127,424             (5,898,626)
 
Movement in retained earnings                                                                           -                        8,256,097
 
Changes in working capital:

    
Trade and other receivables        7,153,216               (1,819,412)
 
Trade and other payables                3,949                (885,765) 

                       11,257,378               2,957,427 

Notes to Financial Statements

11.Cash generated from operations
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

Detailed Income Statement
 

2019  2018

  Note(s)  P   P

   

  

Revenue

    

General Licenses Incidental                       2,925,099   1,583,906
 
General Licenses Essential                        7,826,898   6,787,396
 
General Licenses Important                           543,297                  3,780,923 

7                      11,295,294                 12,152,225 

Distributions

    

Distributions                     (3,565,918)            (1,879,785) 

Gross profit                        7,729,376           10,272,440

 

Other income

    

Rental income                               48,811                    63,412
 
Sundry income                               11,000                           6,303
 
Other income 2                              93,519                       - 

Interest received                                1,805             878
 
Gains on disposal of assets                           155,500                       - 

                           310,635                   70,593 
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

Detailed Income Statement (Continued)

 2019  2018

  Note(s)  P   P

   

  

Expenses (Refer to page 54)                               (7,135,670)            (7,295,897) 

Operating profit                              904,341                3,047,136
 
Finance costs                             (194,674)               (203,670) 

Profit for the year                              709,667             2,843,466 
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

Detailed Income Statement (Continued)

 2019  2018

       P   P

   

Operating expenses

    

Accounting fees                            (186,200)     (114,094)
 
Administration and management fees                                 (6,219)        (7,455)
 
Advertising                             (157,442)                  (176,628)
 
Auditors remuneration                              (93,920)           - 

Bank charges                               (18,235)                  (14,853)
 
Cleaning                               (36,170)                 (26,404)
 
Consulting fees                                (57,607)                  (110,624)
 
Commision & Consulting fees                             (163,734)                  (10,596)
 
Debt collection                                   -                       (449)
 
Depreciation, amortisation and impairments                            (225,753)               (254,945)
 
Donations                              (16,500)                 (43,500)
 
Employee costs                           3,300,145)             (3,015,994)
 
Entertainment                                   -      (36,789)
 
Board Expenses                             (514,270)                 (579,578)
 
Strategic Planning Costs                                   -                     (2,157)
 
Leave days Expenses                              (20,313)                       - 

Membership Expenses                            (274,353)               (346,208)
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COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF BOTSWANA
(Registration number: CO2008/3322)
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

Detailed Income Statement (Continued)

 2019  2018

       P   P

   
Board Expenses                                   -                             (9,900)
 
Staff Pension                              (111,038)                 (137,993)
 
Fuel licencing                                 (1,570)                         - 

Land & Building Expenses                                      (4,866)                       - 

IT expenses                             (165,787)                (100,554)
 
Insurance                               (42,173)                  (42,473)
 
Lease rentals on operating lease                               (10,309)                       (786)
 
Legal expenses                            (373,668)              (1,620,321)
 
Levies                               (42,107)                    (63,681)
 
Medical expenses                               (52,103)                   (54,279)
 
Motor vehicle expenses                              (82,822)                  (30,938)
 
Municipal expenses                              (48,785)                    (20,556)
 
Petrol and oil                              (38,504)                   (46,680)
 
Postage                                (2,280)                      (1,684)
 
Printing and stationery                              (87,925)                     (91,749)
 
Profit and loss on sale of assets and liabilities                                   -                             (3,930)
 
Repairs and maintenance                                 (7,001)                     (47,616)
 
Security                                  (7,147)                    (11,431)
 
Staff welfare                              (74,026)                   (17,577)

Subscriptions                                     -                    (5,552)

Telephone and fax                             (138,381)                   (141,330)

Training                             (223,159)                    (8,500)

Travel   local and international                             (551,158)                   (98,093)

 
                          (7,135,670)            (7,295,897)
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